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Abstract: Part of speech tagging is the initial step in 

development of NLP (natural language processing) application. 
POS Tagging is sequence labelling task in which we assign 
Part-of-speech to every word (Wi) which is sequence in sentence 
and tag (Ti) to corresponding word as label such as (Wi/Ti…. 

Wn/Tn). In this research project part of speech tagging is perform 
on Hindi. Hindi is the fourth most popular language and spoken 
by approximately 4billion people across the globe. Hindi is free 
word-order language and morphologically rich language due to 
this applying Part of Speech tagging is very challenging task. In 
this paper we have shown the development of POS tagging using 
neural approach. 
 

Keywords : POS Tagging, LSTM, RNN, Hindi  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Part of speech define how the word is used in a sentence. 

There are eight part of speech Nouns (naming word), 
Pronouns (use in place of noun), Adjectives (describing 
word), Verbs (action word), Adverbs (describes a verb), 
Prepositions (shows relationships), Conjunctions (joining 
word) and Interjections (Expressive word). Part of speech 
define the categories of word. 

There are two categories of Part of speech tagging: Open 
class and close class. These are Open class, which has words 
from POS categories like Noun, Verb, Adjectives and 
Adverbs; and Closed class, which has words for rest of the 
POS categories. 

Part of speech tagging is also called lexical categories, 
word classes, morphological classes, lexical tags, 
grammatical tagging. Part of speech tagging is a process that 
attach each word of sentence with a suitable tag from a given 
set tags. The set of tags is called tag-set. Here Tagging mean 
assign single part-of-speech to each word (punctuation 
marker) in a corpus. Standard Tag-set for English is Penn 
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Treebank and for hind language is ILPOS tag (Indian 
Language part of speech tagging).  

POS Tagging is sequence labelling task in which we assign 
Part-of-speech to every word (Wi) which is sequence in 
sentence and tag (Ti) to corresponding word as label such as 
(Wi/Ti…. Wn/Tn). To assign a POS tag is not an easy task. 

While tagging a sentence many ambiguities occur. For 
example. 

In English: I bank1 on the bank2 on the river bank3 for my 
transaction. 

Here Bank1 is verb and other two bank is noun. 
In Hindi: “खाना”: can be noun (food) or verb (to eat) 

राम अच्छा गाता है (है is the VAUX (Auxiliary verb))  

राम अच्छा लड़का है (हैVCOP (Copula verb))  

In the above two sentences both the है have different 

tagging. 
When the word display ambiguity across POS category is 

known as inter-POS ambiguity. This word has multiple entry 
in the lexicon (one for each category). when we perform 
stemming on the word then after stemming the word will 
assign all possible POS tag according to the number of entries 
in the lexicon.  For example: “I get bank to the bank seat to 

give rest to my back” in this example bank appear in three 

position which different-different POS categories. 
So, complexity occur when we it deals with the 

morphologically rich language and free word order language 
such as hind. In which all the order of the words in a clause 
are possible. This is the challenge where tagging of POS tag 
through stochastic tagging become difficult. Intra-POS 
ambiguity is occurred when a word has one POS with 

different-different feature value. Example: लड़केin hind is 

noun but can be featured in two way. 1. POS: Noun, Number: 

singular, Case: Oblique. मैंने लड़के को आम दिया। 2.POS: 

Noun, Number: plural, Case: Direct लड़के आम खात ेहे| It is 

difficult to assign appropriate tag on the base of structure of 
word and the context used. 

To define whether the tag of the word is adjective or 
adverb is more complex than to define noun and verb. For 

example: परcan occur as conjunction, post-position or noun 

and falls in ambiguity schemes 
‘conjunction-noun-postposition’. We grouped all the 
Ambiguity words into set according to the Ambiguity 
Scheme that are possible in hind, eg, Adjective-Noun, 
Adjective-Adverb, Noun-Verb etc. 
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II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this section we will discuss work done on POS tagging 
in Indian language using different-different approach. Joshi 
[1] defined POS tagging for Hindi language using HMM base 
tagger with 24tagset and attend accuracy of 92.13%. Modi [2] 
This tagger accepts data in Devanagari Hindi use Rule based 
approach which includes grammatical rules and regular 
expression,100% correctness for split and tokenizer,91.84% 
for POS tagging. This system achieved 91.84% of average 
precision and 85.45% of average accuracy. Ekbal [3] 
statistical maximum entropy model.13 is used for Bengali 
Part of Speech Tagging, ME system has been compared with 
HMM based POS tagger in which trigram model is 
considered. Performance of ME POS tagger is better than 
HMM based POS tagger and also worked with [7] 
Conditional Random Field features that used *Context word 
feature, *Word suffix, *POS information *Name entity 
information, *Length of word, *Lexicon feature and perform 
work with two different data set with the following accuracy 
of 92.1% and 90.3% etc. Dandapat [4] developed a hybrid 
tagging model, the training model is based on partially 
supervised learning, for supervised and unsupervised 
learning HMM is used. This POS tagger dealt with 
Chalitabhasha of Bengali with 40 different tags are used.  

Singh [5] POS tagger for morphologically rich language 
Hindi using Decision tree-based learning algorithm 
CN2(Clark and Niblett, 1989). The accuracy obtained by 
simple lexicon lookup, based approach is 61.19%. If multiple 
tags for a word is considered as an error then the accuracy is 
73.62%. Final accuracy was gained by the learning-based 
tagger after 4-fold cross validation, and the result is 93.45% 
which is quite satisfactory. Dandapat [6] worked on POST 
for Bengali with HMM use combination of supervise 
(HMM-S) and unsupervised (HMM-SS) model. These 
models are experimented with (HMM-S+IMA and 
HMM-SS+IMA) show complete morphological restriction 
and (HMM-S-CMA and HMM-SS-CMA) show complete 
morphological restriction. Singh [8] POS tagger for Marathi 
language using Trigram model Corpus consists of 2000 
sentences i.e. 48,635 words Accuracy gained is 91.63%.  
Patil [9] use rule base POS tagger for Marathi language, 
corpus consists of 576 unique words and are manually tagged 
by 9 tag sets and for evaluation of the system three different 
tag sets are formed. Joshi et al [9] developed a mechanism to 
write in Hindi using English. They used statistical machine 
learning to predict a word when some of the initial characters 
are typed. Using this Joshi et al. [10] also developed an 
Example Based Machine Translation System. Joshi et al. [11] 
also evaluated the system developed. They also compared the 
performance of this system with other popularly available 
MT engines. Gupta et al. [12] developed a rule-based 
stemmer for Urdu. They developed several rules to 
implement this stemmer. They further used this stemmer in 
evaluation of some English-Urdu MT systems [13]. Singh et 
al. [14] developed a POS tagger for Marathi using Statistical 
Machine Learning. Bhalla et al. [15] developed a procedure 
of transliteration of name entities from English to Punjabi. 
Joshi et al [16] evaluated several open domain MT engines. 
Gupta et al. [17] did the same for English-Urdu MT engines. 
Singh et al. [18] developed a POS tagger for Marathi using 
supervised learning. Joshi et al. [19] further developed a 
technique to using machine learning in evaluating MT 

engines. Tyagi et al. [20] [21] developed an approach of 
translating complex English sentences by first simplifying 
them and then translating into Hindi. Yogi et al. [22] 
developed an approach to identify candidate translation 
which are good for post editing. Gupta et al. [23] further 
extended their stemmer by adding derivational rules to the 
inflectional stemmer. Asopa et al. [24] developed mechanism 
for chunking Hindi sentences using a rule-based approach. 
Gupta et al. [25] developed a rule based lemmatizer for Urdu 
which was an extension to their stemmer. Kumar et al. [26] 
developed several machine learning based classifiers for 
identifying different senses to a word in Hindi. Joshi et al. 
[27] developed a mechanism to estimate the quality of 
English-Hindi MT engines. Chopra et al. [28] [29] developed 
a name entity recognition and tagging tool for Hindi using 
several machine learning approaches. Gupta et al. [30] 
developed a POS tagger for Urdu using machine learning 
approach. Mathur et al. [31] developed an ontology matching 
evaluation using tool which used the MT engine developed 
by Joshi et al. Chopra et al. [32] developed a mechanism for 
rewriting English sentence and then translating them into 
Hindi. This significantly improved the performance of their 
MT engine. Joshi et al. [33] investigated some approaches to 
classifying documents and further suggested an approach for 
effective classification of text documents. 
Singh et al. [34] developed an approach to automatically 
generate transfer grammar rules. This approach significantly 
improved the development process of their transfer-based 
MT engine. Singh et al. [35] developed an approach for text 
processing of Hindi documents using deep neural networks. 
They further developed this approach to mine textual data 
from web documents [36]. Singh et al. [37] developed a 
translation memory tool which worked as a sub-system in 
their transfer-based MT system. This further improved the 
accuracy of their system. Gupta et al. [38] further showed 
how fuzzy logic can be used in developing NLP applications. 
Gupta et al. [39] used several NLP tools in preprocessing the 
tweets that they extracted from web. They found that this 
approach improves the accuracy of their machine learning 
model which classifies the tweets. Gupta et al. [40] developed 
an approach which helped in identification and classification 
of multiword expressions from Urdu documents. Nathani et 
al. [41] developed a rule based inflectional stemmer for 
Sindhi which was written in Devanagari script. Asopa et al. 
[42] developed a shallow parser for Hindi using conditional 
random fields. Gupta et al. [43] showed the use of machine 
learning approached in developing NLP applications. Gupta 
et al. [44] used fuzzy operations in analyzing sentiments of 
tweets on several topics. This approach showed very 
promising results over traditional approaches. Sharma and 
Joshi [45] developed a rule-based word sense disambiguation 
approach for Hindi. It gave an accuracy of 73%. Katyayan 
and Joshi [46] studied various approaches of correct 
identification of sarcastic phrases in English documents. 
Gupta and Joshi [47] showed show tweets can be classified 
using NLP techniques. They showed how negative sentences 
can be handled using NLP approaches. Shree et al. [48] 
showed how there is difference between Hindi and English 
languages what problems the current state of the art MT 
system face while translating text. 
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 Ahmed et al. [49] showed how MT system can be developed 
by using an intermediate language which is related to both the 
languages. They developed a Arabic-Hindi MT system using 
Urdu as the intermediate language. They further performed 
the same study using English and found that if we have a 
large sized corpus then English which in unrelated to Arabic 
and Hindi, can be used for developed a MT system [50]. Seal 
and Joshi [51] developed a rule based inflectional stemmer 
for Assamese. This system showed very good results. Singh 
and Joshi [52] showed the developed of POS taggers for 
Hindi using different markov models. They concluded that 
hidden markov model-based tagger produced the best results 
among several markov based POS taggers. Pandey et al. [53] 
showed how NLP approached can help in develop a better 
ranking model for web documents. They used particle swam 
optimization and NLP approaches in improving the 
performance of their ranking model. Singh and Joshi [54] 
developed a rule-based approach for identifying anaphora in 
Hindi Discourses. Sinha et al. [55] developed a sentiment 
analyzer for Facebook post using the methods developed by 
Gupta et al. Sharma et al. [56] [57] used some of the markov 
model-based approaches used by Singh et al. to develop their 
association classification model. Similar approaches we used 
by Goyal et al. [58] [59] for their models.  
 Zhang [60] In this paper they propose a Novel 
multi-channel model to handle tokens-tag dependencies and 
their interaction simultaneously.Basically, they studied on 
(POS) and (NER) Tag Dependencies.They use the Wall 
Street Journal (WSJ) portion of Penn Treebank for POS 
tagging task and standard data set splits: section 0-18 as 
training data, 19-21 as development data and section 22-24 as 
test data.They conduct NER experiments on two corpora, a 
Chinese corpus,People’s Daily (PD)1 and an English corpus, 
CoNLL. For People’s Daily, the data set is divided as 96750 

sentences for training, 1000 sentences for validation,and 
20336 sentences for test.In general ,isolated tag LSTM 
(MODEL II and III) achieves better performances,compared 
with the shared tag LSTM(model I). Results are as 
follow:POS tagging accuracy on WSJ with model III(JTD) 
97.59 and F-score for NER:corpus (PD),model (model 
III,JTD), F-score   (96.79)  and corpus CoNLL03 model 
(model III+char(JTD)) F-score(91.22).   Vaswani [61] In this 
paper they present new state-of-the-art performance on CCG 
super tagging and parsing. There model outperforms existing 
approaches by an absolute gain of 1.5%. They use 
feed-forward neural network models and bidirectional LSTM 
(bi–LSTM) based models in this work.In Feed-Forward POS 
tagging results.They achieve 97.28% on the development set 
and 97.4% on test.Model (bi–LSTM–LM+ss–train–1 model 
with beam decoding) has a test accuracy of 94.5%, 1.5% for 
state-of-the-art.Parsing results for both (Xu et al., 
2015(dev(86.25),test F1(87.04))) and bi–LSTM–LM 
+ss–train–1 (dev(87.75),test F1(88.32)). 

Tan [62] In This paper they present a comparative study of 
three methods to solve the problem of Malay part-of-speech 
(POS) tagging. These methods are LSTM networks, 
weighted finite state transducer (WFST) and hidden Markov 
model (HMM).The Malay POS annotated text used in the 
experiments consists of 423,767 sentences, which were 
tagged using 36 POS tags. The experiment results show that 
LSTM networks that are trained without any explicit 
morphological knowledge perform nearly equally with 
WFST but better than HMM approach that is trained with 
morphological information. Error rate for following models 

are: POS Tagging Error Rate with WFST (Phonetisaurus) 
higher order 6-grams gives the best result with 18.6% tagging 
errors in TC1 and 11.4% in TC2.POS Tagging Error Rate 
with HMM (Moses MT) TC1 4-gram 16.7%,TC2 4-gram 
14.6%.The best result using 256 size cells, where the error 
rate stands at 16.2% for TC1 and 16.6% for TC2.The results 
show that increasing the size of LSTM cell will reduce the 
POS tagging error rate. 

Perez-Ortiz [63] Experiments were performed to compute 
the error rates when tagging text taken from the Penn 
Treebank corpus: Random tagging incorrect tag rate between 
61.8% and 62.9%. Winner-takes-it -all error rate 20.5%, 
HMM function of Baum-Welch iterations 8(iterations) (45.5) 
error rate.  

Huang [64] In this paper they use variety of neural 
network-based model to sequence tagging task are LSTM, 
Bi-LSTM, LSTM-CRF, LSTM-CRF,Bi-LSTM-CRF. 
Bi-LSTM-CRF model use both past and further features.All 
model uses generic SGD forward and backword training 
procedure.This all model test on Penn TreeBank (PTB) POS 
tagging,CoNLL 2000 chunking, and CoNLL 2003 named 
entity tagging.Random and senna word embedding are used 
in above model.For random category,CRF models 
outperform Conv-CRF models for all three data sets. For 
Senna category, CRFs outperform Conv-CRF for POS task, 
while underperform for chunking and NER task. LSTM-CRF 
models outperform CRF models for all data sets in both 
random and Senna categories.Comparison of tagging 
accuracy of different models for POS.BI-LSTM-CRF 
accuracy(97.43) BI-LSTM-CRF (Senna) accuracy(97.55). 
The bi-directional LSTM CRF model, we consistently 
obtained better tagging accuracy than a single CRF model 
with identical feature sets. 

Zheng [65] In this paper they explore the feasibility of 
performing Chinese word segmentation (CWS) and POS 
tagging by deep learning.They describe a perceptron-style 
algorithm for training the neural network it speeds up the 
training of the neural network and easy to implemented.The 
Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging can effectively 
perform by the deep learning.There model achieve close 
stat0065-of-art performance by transferring the unsupervised 
internal representation of Chinese characters into supervised 
models.The network is trained by maximizing a likelihood 
over all the sentences in the training set R with respect to Θ 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

 
Figure 1: Actual Neuron in Human Brain 

 
Neural network is a mathematical model inspired by the 

human brain. This network has input layer, an output layer 
and at least one hidden layer in between. But in the deep 
neural network we have multiple 
hidden layer. 
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 As in our brain there are many numbers of neuron are 
present to perform functioning. Figure 1 shows the diagram 
of actual neuron of our brain this neuron is simulate in our 
artificial neural network. Same way as input neuron, hidden 
layer (hidden neuron) and output in neural network. Figure 2 
represent the artificial neural network. 
 

 
Figure 2: Architecture of an Artificial Neuron 

The yellow circle is input neuron passed the signal to 
neuron through synapse. This input is standardized between 0 
and 1. The output we get can ne categorical, binary and 
continues. The neuron has two steps in first the input neuron 
is multiplied with the assigned weight. In neural network we 
take input neuron every input neuron is assigned a weight this 
weight is then multiply with input neuron and then output is 
weighted sum of all input neuron. Weights are basically made 
the neural network to learn by considering which signal is 
important or which signal is not important. Figure 3 shows 
the process of weight calculation. 

 

 
Figure 3: Weight Calculation in Artificial Neuron 

 
In the second step we have activation function. The 

activation function introduces non-linearity into the output of 
a neuron. So that neural network capable to learn and 
perfume more complex tasks. It defines whether the neuron 
should be active or not by calculating weighted sum and 
adding bias with it. There are number of activation function 
such as threshold, sigmoid, rectifier, hyperbolic tangent 
activation function etc. This is shown in figure 4. 

 

 Figure 4: Activation Function in Artificial Neuron 
 

There are different types of neural networks like Multiple 
Layer Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis Function (RBF), 
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) etc. In 
our approach, we have used RNNs.  

 In RNN, the information cycles through a loop. When it 
makes a decision, it takes into consideration the current input 
and also what it has learned from the input it received 
previously. But, RNN has short term memory. The RNN 
takes two inputs, the present and recent past. Recurrent neural 
network is type of neural network designed for capturing 
information from sequences/time series data. The recurrent 
neural network work on the formula is St = fW(St-1, Xt)St is 
the new state, St-1 is the previous state while is xt the current 
input and f is recursive RNN. This is shown in figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5: Working of RNN 

The recursive function is tanh function the formula is     S = 
tanh (WS St-1 + WxXt) in this St-1 is the previous state 
multiply by weight (WS) and xt the current input multiply by 
the Wxweight. So, the new state we get is Yt = WYSt. This is 
shown in figure 6.  

 

 
Figure 6: Using tanh activation function in RNN 

 
Figure 7 shows how single layer RNN works. The S0 is the 

previous state with weight WS and X1 is the current input 
and new state is calculated by recursive formula tanh (WS 
St-1 + WxXt) and new state is obtaining St. 

 

 
Figure 7: An unrolled RNN 
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In order to overcome the dependency of short term memory, 
we have used long short term memory (LSTM). This 
preserves the information of the previous sequence. Thus, 
LSTM is special kind of RNN (recurrent neural network) it 
has long term dependency. To overcome the problem of 
RNN. It remembers information for long period of time. Due 
to this LSTM contain its information in a memory of a 
computer because the LSTM can read, write and delete 
information from memory. In LSTM memory is seen as a 
gated sum. Where gate has facility to take decision that which 
information has to store or delete based on the importance of 
information. This importance analyses through weight, 
which are also learned by the algorithm.  

LSTM have three gate input, forget and output gate. Input 
gate determine that coming input is new or not, forget gate 
determine that information is to be deleted or not and output 
gate let it impact the output at current time step. Recurrent 
neural network has the form of a repeating modules of neural 
network work in chain. In standard RNN has single tanh 
layer. This is shown in figure 8.  

 
Figure 8: Repeating module of RNN contains single 

layer 
Like RNN LSTM also has chain like structure, but in 

LSTM repeating module has a different structure.  It has four 
neural network layers, interacting in a very special way. 
Figure 9 shows this mechanism. 

 

  
Figure 9: repeating module in an LSTM contains four 

interacting layer. 
In our system, we have performed word and character level 

embedding and word level embedding in part of speech 
tagging. word-level embeddings are used to capture syntactic 
and semantic information, of a sentence and character-level 
embeddings capture morphological and shape information of 
a sentence. Figure 10, shows the system architecture of our 
approach. 

Our input sentence be x1,x2………………. xn where xi ∈ 
v, our vocab(v). Also, let T be our tag set, and yi the tag of 
word xi. Denote our prediction of the tag of word xi by y^I. 
This is a structure prediction, model, where our output is a 
sequence y^1,…,…y^M, where y^I ∈T.For the prediction, 
pass an LSTM over the sentence. Denote the hidden state at 

timestep i as hi. Also, assign each tag a unique index. Then 
our prediction rule for y^i is shown in equation 1. 

 

 
Figure 10: System Architecture 

According to neural network layer input layer has word 
and character level embedding is done. In the hidden layer 
two LSTMs map both words and character representations to 
hidden sequences and in the output layer a SoftMax computes 
the probability distribution over all tag label. So Initially 
mapping each word in the input to dimensional vectors for 
sequences of characters and sequences of words. In the 
hidden layer, the output from the character and word 
embeddings is used as the input to two LSTM layers to obtain 
fixed-dimensional representations for characters and words. 
At the output layer, a SoftMax or a CRF is applied over the 
hidden representation of the twoLSTMs to obtain the 
probability distribution over 
alllabels. 
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Word embedding:Word embeddings are in fact a class of 
techniques where individual words are represented as 
real-valued vectors in a predefined vector space. Each word 
is mapped to one vector and the vector values are learned in a 
way that resembles a neural network 

Character embedding: capture morphological and shape 
information of a sentence. 

IV. EVALUATION 

We evaluated our system by generating the output for a 
given input sentence and then giving to human annotator for 
manual checking.  For this, the accuracy was calculated as 
follows: 

 
Where correct means the correct tags identified by the 

machine for a sentence and total tags means the total tags that 
were generated by the machine. 

This experiment was performed over hind dataset 
containing 50000 hind tagged sentences. We have trained our 
tagger on 50000 manually POS tagged sentences. In all these 
500 sentences had 6000 words. Out these 6000 words, 
correctly tag 5823 words. Thus, the accuracy is 97.05%.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Part of speech tagging is the initial step of natural language 
processing. In the project we have worked on hind language. 
As tagging sentence in hind is a challenging task because 
hind is morphologically riche language. In this no 
capitalization of starting of the sentence and one word can 
have multiple meaning. So, to tag this type of sentence is the 
challenging task. In this project we use 50000 tag sentences 
and get the accuracy of 97.05%.  
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